How Winners
Think It Through

Peter McGugan

confirms it; people who

shoot first and aim later are dangerous risks.
Not considering the long term impacts of what
we say and do, lights the fires that level-headed
managers have to put out.
Peter shares the three secrets of achievers and
how they think it through to make informed,
logical and reasoned choices.
You’ll discover the skills for creating resolutions
with built-in sustainability.

- Asking the right three questions delivers
wisdom and sustainable solutions every time.
- Problems and failures are energy
misalignments. With thoughtful, precision
adjustments, anyone can be a problem solver.
It’s alchemy!
- Discover his quick, easy research and decisionmaking process.

- With Think It Through skills in play, you’ll
feel more confident and sleep better.

Stop fighting fires,

install Think It Through skills!
NOTES: Book a second presentation the same day @ 50% off.
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No travel expenses in
Southern California and
Nevada.

Meeting planners and association

executives, a speaker’s toughest
audiences, rated Peter McGugan the
top speaker at international
conferences.
California’s Association Executives
rated him best speaker of the year
twice!
He’s a best-selling author and awardwinning filmmaker whose change and
reinvention expertise has saved lives
and helped 100,000+ people around
the world.
His books, “Beating Burnout” and
“When Something Changes
Everything”, became self help classics.
Peter travels from Palm Springs,
California.
See video and enthusiastic reviews and
recommendations @
petermcgugan.com

760 218-8938
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Trend Tracking:

What’s

Hot, What’s Not
And What’s Next!
Discover big picture trends and changes
poised to impact your effectiveness and
future security.
Changes poised to wallop you often
don’t come from within your industry.
Disruption comes out of left field.
With his big picture perspective, Peter
lays out a customized map of 10 changes
positioned to impact your specific
industry, and we’ll brainstorm ways
manage and profit from them.
This heads up experience helps you sleep
better at night.

Awareness cultures preparedness
and sustainable prosperity.
Notes: Book a second presentation the same day @

50% off.
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Peter McGugan
Nothing stays
the same.

Meeting planners and association executives, a
speaker’s toughest audiences, rated Peter a top
speaker at international conferences.
He’s a best-selling author and award-winning
filmmaker.
See:
grieftogratitude.net
Peter travels from Palm Springs or Lake
Arrowhead, in Southern California.
See video and enthusiastic reviews and
recommendations @ petermcgugan.com
760 218-8938

No travel expenses in Southern California and Nevada.

Peter McGugan

When Something

Changes Everything
Grief To Gratitude
For communities and organizations with people impacted
by traumatic events, this uplifting, skill-building presentation
offers a compassionate understanding of change, loss and
the recovery process. Peter prevents aftereffect losses from
depression, accidents, drug abuse, conflicts and addictions.
You’ll also experience efficient new ways to
manage emotions, depression and
recovery.
Employee grief costs US employers
$100 billion+ a year.
The grieving have a 93% higher than average
risk of auto accidents with a 200% increase in
death rates.
source: The Grief Support Network

Peter offers insights, resources and practical
skills for managing the emotional and
collateral damages of big change.

- How to manage loss, healing and recovering from

Meeting planners and association

executives, a speaker’s toughest
audiences, rated Peter the top
speaker at international
conferences.
He’s a best-selling author and
award-winning filmmaker whose
change and reinvention expertise
has saved lives and helped
100,000+ people around the
world.

His book, “When Something
Changes Everything”, is a self
help classic.
Peter travels from Palm Springs or
Lake Arrowhead, in Southern
California.
See video and enthusiastic
reviews and recommendations @
petermcgugan.com

the impacts of change.

- Ways to sidestep the holes in the road and smoothly
-

align with a prosperous future.
Techniques for identifying and managing aftershocks
before they undercut you.

No travel expenses in
Southern California and
Nevada.

See grieftogratitude.net, for online support and resources
Notes: A same day second presentation is 50% off.
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